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Introduction

GO:

ontologies that
pertain, in part, to the
locations, the
processes, and the
functions of proteins

Biomedical ontologies are emerging as critical tools in genomic and proteomic research
where complex data in disparate resources need to be integrated. A number of ontologies
exist that describe the properties that can be attributed to proteins (See right figure).
However, no ontology describes the protein entities themselves and their relationships.
For this reason, we have designed a PRotein Ontology (PRO) that intends to:

PSI-MOD:

ontology
that describe the
possible modifications
to protein amino acid
residues

Provide a structure to support formal, computer-based inferences of
shared attributes among homologous proteins
Delineate the multiple protein forms of a gene locus
Interconnect existing OBO foundry ontologies
Provide an enabling technology for knowledge discovery

SO:

ontology that can
describe the possible
causes of protein
sequence, expression,
or structure changes

DO:

ontology that can
describe the possible
effects of protein
sequence, expression,
or structure changes

PRO Framework
The components of PRO extend from the
classification of proteins on the basis of
evolutionary relationships to the
representation of the multiple protein forms
of a gene (products generated by genetic
variation, alternative splicing, proteolytic
cleavage, and other post-translational
modification). The figure in this panel
shows the current working model and a
subset of the possible connections to other
ontologies.
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Domain Family Level (structure)
• Related by structural similarity
• Source: SCOP Superfamily
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. Domain Family Level (sequence)
• Related by sequence similarity
• Source: Pfam domain
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Protein Family Level

agent_of

• Evolutionarily-related full-length proteins
• May contain finer-grain sub-categories
• Sources: PIRSF family/subfamily, Panther subfamily

whole protein
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Sequence Ontology

sequence changes

Protein Sequence Level
sequence form

• Possible sequence forms derived from genetic variation or splicing
• Source: UniProtKB

has_agent (sequence change)
agent_of (effect on function)

derives_from

PSI-MOD

Protein Modification Level
• Protein as modified after translation
• Source: UniProtKB

cleaved and/or modified product

Modification

protein modification
has_modification

Blue text boxes: evolutionary component; lavender text boxes:
protein form component

Smad2 in the transforming growth factor
beta signaling pathway
The figure below (1) depicts the TGF-beta signaling pathway, focusing on the
Smad 2 component. The steps shown are preceded by TGF-beta binding to
the receptor, and receptor phosphorylation.
Step 1: Phosphorylation of Smad2 by activated TGF beta receptor I.
Step 2: Complex formation of Smad2 and Smad4.
Step 3: Nuclear import of Smad2:Smad4.
Step 4: Binding of Smad2:Smad 4 complex coactivator to responsive element.
The negative regulation by CAMK2 kinase is shown in (2)
(1) Activation of Smad2 by TGF-beta
receptor

PRO connections are first generated by automated
extraction of existing annotations from the PIRSF
database, for the evolutionary component, and the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and MGI entries to get information
on the protein forms. Manual curation involves the
verification/creation of the protein form nodes and the
assignation of the appropriate experimentally verified
ontological/controlled vocabulary terms to the sequence
forms.
Here we describe the initial development of PRO,
illustrated using human and mouse Smad proteins that
are essential components of the TGF-beta signaling
pathway. These proteins are regulated by
phosphorylation and the phosphorylation state dictates
cellular location and activity.

PRO can describe the different forms of Smad2 attaching the specific
ontology terms. As an example, the two phosphorylated forms depicted in
the graph on the left (PRO:00019417 and PRO:00019419) are shown in
detail with the differential properties marked in red. In addition, the
evolutionary component not only provides the relationship of Smad2 with
other Smad protein families (blue boxes), but also may allow to infer
properties of homologous proteins in other organisms.
PRO:00004148

has_ancestral_property GO:0007165 signal transduction
has_ancestral_property GO:0006355 regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent
has_ancestral_property GO:0007183 SMAD protein heteromerization
has_ancestral_property GO:0005515 protein binding

PRO:00018906

has_ancestral_property GO:0007179 transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway
has_ancestral_property GO:0030618 transforming growth factor beta receptor,
pathway-specific cytoplasmic mediator activity

(2) Negative regulation of Smad2 by
CAMK2 kinase

TGF-β

PRO:00019419

Smad2 sequence 1 phosphorylated in the loop region by Ca(2+)-calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase II (CAMK2)
participates_in GO:0007179 signal transduction [PMID: 11027280]
has_function
GO:0046332 Smad binding [PMID: 11027280]
lacks_function GO:0003713 transcription coactivator activity [PMID: 11027280]
located_in
GO:0005737 cytoplasm [PMID: 11027280]
has_modification MOD: 00046 O-phosphorylated L-serine
UniProtKB: Q15796-1 (phosphorylated Ser-240/Ser-465/Ser-467)
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PRO:00019419
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Smad2 sequence 1 phosphorylated at the SSXS motif as a result of the activation
of the transforming growth factor beta signaling pathway.

Smad 4

P

PRO:00018913
Smad2 sequence 4, genetic variant
lacks_function
GO:0003713 transcription coactivator activity [PMID: 8752209]
lacks_modification MOD: 00046 phosphorylated residue
has_agent
SO:1000093 amino_acid_substitution
agent_of
UMLS:C0009402 carcinoma of the large intestine
UniProtKB: Q15796 (VAR_011378, P -> H (445))

participates_in GO:0007165 signal transduction [PMID: 8752209]
participates_in GO:0007179 regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent
[PMID: 9689110][PMID:15690394]
participates_in GO:0007179 transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling
pathway [PMID: 8752209]
has_function
GO:0030618 transforming growth factor beta receptor, pathwayspecific cytoplasmic mediator activity [PMID: 8980228]
has_function
GO:0046332 Smad binding [PMID: 9311995] [PMID: 11043574]
has_function
GO:0003713 transcription coactivator activity [PMID: 9689110]
located_in
GO:0005634 nucleus [PMID: 9006934]
has_modification MOD: 00046 O-phosphorylated L-serine
UniProtKB: Q15796-1 (phosphorylated Ser-465/Ser-467)
UniProtKB: Q62432-1 (phosphorylated Ser-465/Ser-467)

P

PRO also describes the properties of disease-related genetic variants
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Conclusions
PRO is designed to be a formal, well-principle and extensible OBO Foundry ontology for proteins
PRO will provide research technology to answer new scientific questions. For example, the transfer of described function/phenotypes of proteins from
model organisms to human orthologs may highlight potential candidates to explain human disease
PRO is expected to create a cycle of improvement for both the ontology and the protein knowledgebases from which the initial information is extracted.
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